


44 person maximum were present (including Didier Picard, hosting the session)



Vote:
100% approved
-> VOTED



Vote:
90% approved
10% abstention (4 votes)
-> VOTED



Daniel Legler: where are those reserves coming from?
Didier Picard: they come from past years benefits, from one year to another we can 
transfer some reserves if it would help to reach a balance
It was done in the past, when the benefits allowed that. 



Vote:
95% approved
5% abstention (2 votes)
-> VOTED



Laura: What is the designer doing? 
Graphic design of flyers, posters, nametags… for the meetings and the website. 
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Didier Picard: SCNAT, who is funding most of our activities, is decreasing this specific 
funding for Travel Grants every year







Vote:
95% approved
5% abstention
-> VOTED







Vote:
98% approved
5% abstention
-> VOTED





Didier: The last minute change at the end is for nomenclature.
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Didier: The change of point 11.3 comes to have a bit more open and transparent 
election/selection of vice-president. 
Didier: The main changes of the text for the awards are on the Regulations, but we 
also have to approve them here. 

Vote on the new LS2 Bylaws text:
- Daniel Legler: we need to be aware of the risk of conflict of interest, for collective 
membership for private companies, and their access to voting rights and decision 
making in the budget and direction of the society.
- Didier Picard: agree, we will keep this in mind. The risk is minimum now with only 
one company having a collective membership.
- Urs Greber: we should wait to know if all those changes in Bylaws are approved with 
the Lawyer

98% approved
3% abstention (1 vote)
-> VOTED



Vote Lifetime membership fees:
90% approved
10% abstention (4 votes)
-> VOTED



Jessica Plucain: we did not loose too many members this year despite the cancellation 
of a lot of our activities. 
Martine Collert: did the members receive any mail to remind the payment?
Jessica Plucain: Yes, we send different mails, 1 by post, 3 by email



Corrections:
- Cell migration retreat was online
- Microscopy was hybrid online on-site
- Autophagy was on-site but we live streaming

Daniel Legler careful that the term «reschedule/postponned» is different than 
canceled!!!!
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Didier Picard: Possible new parternship with NCCR Transcure. 
Marcus Thelen: no GCB
Roland Wohlmuth: ETH conference center. Will send details later...




